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Together, these three challenges remind the community builder that
even in the most devastated neighborhoods, some of the materials
needed to construct a path toward economic well-being are still
present, and can be mobilized for development purposes. Each of the
next three sections will explore one of these challenges in more depth.
Thus, the first part of this chapter will lift up the potential for economic development of "non-economic" institutions in the community.
The premise of this exploration is simple: in economically devastated
communities where expectations of help from the outside are extremely low, the community builder must locate and mobilize every
possible resource in the community-including those of an economic
character. However, in many neighborhoods, many or most for-profit
businesses have dosed or moved away. Nonetheless, there remain
many institutions such as schools, parks, libraries, hospitals, and
human service agencies which seldom act strategically as major economic forces in the community. This first segment, then, will explore
ways in which the underutilized economic power of local public and
not-for-profit institutions can be harnessed for development purposes.
The second part of this chapter highlights the vast potential of two
different kinds of locally controlled lending institutions-the community development credit union and the community development loan
fund. These two vehicles represent examples of creative local responses to the absence of vital capital and credit in communities
where disinvestment has been the rule. Obviously, CDCU's and CDLF's
should not be regarded as the only viable approaches to rebuilding
locally controlled economy, but as useful tools with many significant
lessons to teach.
Finally, the third part of this chapter lifts up the important development potential represented by a community's physical assets-its land
and buildings, infrastructure, transportation, etc. Particular attention is
paid to ways in which community builders have begun to turn physical
liabilities-vacant land and buildings, waste materials, etc.-into assets
for community development purposes.
Again, this chapter is not meant to provide an exhaustive overview of
local economic development strategies. Rather, the probes into the
economic uses of non-economic institutions, examples of local lending
vehicles and the development potential of local physical assets are all
intended to stretch the imagination of community builders, and to
underline the idea that no local assets can be overlooked if our desperate communities are to be economically regenerated.
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Institutions are usually organized around a central function. The police
department exists to build community safety. Hospitals are built to
provide health services. Libraries contribute to the overall literacy of a
community. Schools educate children. Parks provide recreation opportunities. And churches contribute to the spiritual well-being of a community. Through the course of this guide, we have tried to show that
these services to the community can be expanded and enhanced by
building relationships with partners in the community.

THE
ECONOMIC
USES OF NONECONOMIC
INSTITUTIONS

But there is another step that can contribute to the building of local
communities. Each institution is also a player in the economy. But too
often these institutions fail to see their potential positive impact on the
local economy.
The church, the school, the police department, the library, the park,
the human service agency, the hospital: each is an institution with the
capacity to be a primary player in the local economy. A church, for
example, can spend its money within the neighborhood. Likewise, a
hospital or any other institution can expend its dollars in the local
economy in a variety of ways. "Non-economic institutions" have the
potential to be key players in building stronger, healthier economies
depending on how they use their money.
What, then, are the ways in which non-economic institutions can get
involved in the local economy? How great an impact can these institutions, used to thinking and acting without regard to their economic
impact, have on the local economy?
A library can purchase some or all of its supplies from
local vendors, perhaps focusing on businesses owned by
persons of color or women or worker cooperatives.
A hospital can mandate preferential hiring of
neighborhood residents.
A school can create new businesses, operated by
students participating in an entrepreneurship training
program, which serve teachers, students and local
community residents.
A church can establish a foundation through which
investment or grants are made in neighborhood-based
projects.
A police department can invest some of its pension fund
in local community development efforts.
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These examples demonstrate some of the ways local institutions can
build the local economy. In general, there are eight basic methods for
local institutions to invest in building their community:
Local purchasing
Hiring locally
Developing new business
Developing human resources
Freeing potentially productive economic space
Local investment strategies
Mobilizing external resources
Creating alternative credit institutions
We will explore each of these strategies, which are depicted in the
chart on the next page, in the sections which follow.

Local Purchasing: Patronizing Local Vendors
and Businesses
Each one of our "non-economic" institutions has some of the same
essential economic powers as local residents-only much greater. One
such power lies in the ability to make decisions about purchasing. Just
as a city resident may decide to drive to a suburban mall to shop for
his or her family, an institution can order supplies, materials and
equipment from outside the neighborhood, city, state or country.
Local residents may, however, decide to patronize local businesses just
as institutions may decide to turn their economic assets back into the
community.
Most low-income neighborhoods experience a net outflow of economic resources. Institutions can become primary players in helping
to close that loop.
In Chicago, the Board of Education has granted local
schools control over their own budgets for supplies and
textbooks. Schools can purchase goods and some
services from local suppliers if those vendors are
approved by the Board of Education. The leverage
granted to local schools, which came about largely due
to grassroots pressure, enables schools to make
purchasing decisions that benefit the local economy. In
a modest first year of local purchasing, one school spent
over $20,000 in the local neighborhood. (Prescott)
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Investing in Neighborhood Economies:
The role of local institutions
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LOCAL
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A local hospital always makes a concerted effort to
support local businesses when buying supplies. This
means that two neighborhood printers are utilized
regularly by the public relations department. Freelance
photographers hired for special events are residents of
the neighborhood. Employees use a local car service
rather than public transportation when they need to
leave the community for meetings. The catering
department uses a food distribution company located
across the street from the hospital whenever the need
arises. (Lutheran)
Besides purchasing locally, institutions can also help to create an
atmosphere that encourages local purchasing:
A church publishes a monthly newsletter which is
distributed to its 4,000 members. In each edition local
minority-owned businesses are advertised. Members of
the congregation are, verbally and through this
publication, invited to patronize these businesses.
Church leaders recognize that rebuilding local
economies is directly connected to rebuilding the
capacity of local businesses. (Trinity)
Keeping economic resources dose to home can have a major impact
on the development of local economies. When institutions set an
example of local purchasing, it attracts new businesses and enables
them to become more competitive when measured against outlying
businesses.

Hiring Locally: Employment Opportunities for Local
Residents
Just as with purchasing, non-economic institutions can impact the
capacity of the local economy to create jobs for local residents both
directly and indirectly. The following examples show how two hospitals and two churches go about making jobs over which they have
control available to local residents:
Whenever making hiring decisions a nonprofit hospital
gives preference to local candidates over outsiders of
equal merit. (Lutheran)
Seventy-five percent of another hospital's employees are
from its own neighborhood. (Mt. Sinai)
One congregation contracts with city agencies and local
businesses to provide labor support through its
Manpower program. (Christian)
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Another congregation always hires out to local
contractors when construction or repair projects are
undertaken. (U CRP)
There are other indirect ways of achieving the same goals in cases
when an institution may not have the capacity to hire significant
numbers of local residents.
A parish establishes a working relationship with area
businesses by providing meeting space for the local
business association. The church presents its own
agenda to the association by advocating for a local
business code of ethics. The church takes the
relationship one step further by advocating for fair local
hiring practices-even advocating for a minimum of 50%
local hiring. (St. Sabina)
A community college builds relationships with local
businesses and institutions in order to funnel its own
students directly into internships or jobs upon
graduation in its community. The college forms a
partnership with a hospital, for example, to provide
skills training for a group of women who would be
hired immediately by the hospital upon completion of
training. (Malcolm X)
Two local police officers work with local businesses,
private sanitation companies and neighborhood
associations to develop a comprehensive response to
gang activities and organize a neighborhood dean-up
campaign. This effort is so successful that it culminates
in a neighborhood pride day in which local businesses
offer jobs to community residents. (San Diego)
This is just the beginning of a look at the many ways in which local
institutions can directly or indirectly enhance the capacity of the local
economy to provide jobs for local residents. When residents live and
work in the same neighborhood, the benefits are many: transportation
costs are practically eliminated; workers have a far greater stake in the
success of local businesses as well as the neighborhood as a whole;
and awareness of the issues and needs of the neighborhood is heightened.

Creating New Businesses: Keeping Economic Activity
Locally Focused
In some neighborhoods, the prevailing institutions and businesses are
resistant to an emphasis on building the local economy. They may be
more interested in extracting resources from the community without
returning economic opportunities. Owners of local businesses, large
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and small, may not even live in the immediate neighborhood. Therefore, a neighborhood institution or organization may attempt to build
its own businesses, thereby guaranteeing local hiring and utilization of
local resources. Local institutions creating new businesses can provide
new jobs in the local economy, supplement the funding of programs
of an institution, and bring economic activity under local control.
A coalition of congregations came together to build and
rehab housing in low-income neighborhoods. A spinoff
corporation of one of the congregations organizes and
staffs the project. (Bethel)
A hospital organizes a consortium of local churches to
create three resale boutiques which will be run by the
women's board of the hospital, the proceeds of which
will be divided among the churches. (Mt. Sinai)
Another coalition of congregations developed a housing
corporation to build a 130-unit complex with an
emphasis on creating community space where diversity
could thrive. (Fourth)
A local high school enters into a partnership with a
community development corporation and several
nonprofit technical assistance organizations. The
resulting network enables students to create schoolbased enterprises. Students at the school currently
operate a catering business for staff and individuals
working in close proximity to the school. Students also
operate a resale shop which is open to the student body
and the community. (Orr)
A hospital establishes a food cooperative and a
community development corporation that has targeted
community-based vendors for contracts. The
development corporation has established a bookstore as
a community business. (Drew)
When a local institution helps to create a business, it is often the most
marginalized residents who are then drawn back into the productive
side of the local economy. While some see senior citizens, youth, the
disabled and welfare recipients as drains on the local economy, institutions that recognize their economic potential can enhance the productive capacity of formerly marginalized residents.
Youth participating in an entrepreneurship curriculum
have run a successful deli after having completed a
survey of the economic potential of such a venture. The
school provided the framework for the process. (Rural)
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A church developed its own recycling and construction
businesses, creating many new employment
opportunities. (Bethel)
A school has started an infant boutique which provides

useful products for the community and generates a cashflow for the students who work there. Now the students
are designing and printing a brochure on car seat safety
which will be marketed to schools and agencies in other
inner-city neighborhoods. (Simpson)

Developing Human Resource Potential: Unleashing
the Energies of Local Residents
We have looked at purchasing and hiring locally. Both are direct and
immediate solutions to enhancing local economies. We have also
looked at the possibility of creating new businesses.
There are also longer-range policies and practices which local institutions might implement. Creative approaches which both involve local
residents in economic activity and which at the same time build their
skills and capacities are particularly important. This capacity-building
activity is, in fact, a solid investment in the future of the community.
Here are a few examples of how local institutions are building the local
economy by investing in human resources:
A school's vocational education project develops a
curriculum based on the understanding that "vocational
programs should provide broad, long-term skills which
enable students to exercise more control over their lives
and participate actively in running their communities'
institutions." The project emphasizes active problemsolving skills needed to run an enterprise instead of
tracking certain students into traditional, passive
training programs.

The principal of a high school is on the board of a local
business association where he cultivates partnerships
with neighborhood businesses in order to facilitate
relationships between students and future employers.
(Orr)
The Director of Business Development at a community
college participates in a coalition of community groups
that have joined together to create a multi-year
economic development action plan for three adjacent
neighborhoods. (Malcolm X)
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Students at an elementary school are matched with local
businesses for summer internships which enable the
businesses to tap into the skills of local youth and give
the students a place to learn and earn some money
outside of the school. (Prescott)
A hospital decides to purchase a tract of abandoned
property in a deteriorated section of a neighborhood.
The hospital uses the land to expand its own services,
while sending a signal to the community that it is there
to stay. The hospital becomes a primary anchor
institution in the neighborhood around which the local
economy is able to revitalize itself. (Mt. Sinai)

Expanding the Economic Base: Freeing Institutional
Space and Physical Resources for Community-Based
Ventures
Each institution has building space, materials and equipment which
can be utilized in neighborhoods to begin community enterprises. Any
one of these institutions might simply provide space for the start-up of
cottage industries or help to advertise local enterprises.
For example, churches and schools have opened spaces for day care
centers and health clinics; parks and social service agencies have
hosted artisans and crafts-makers whose products then become marketable; community newspapers and other communications vehicles
are produced in local schools, churches or community colleges. Here
are a couple of other examples of creative uses of church space.
A church invited a children's nursery school to become
a tenant in the building. The expanded children's
program helps the church to meet its bills, provides jobs
and an oppotunity for church members to participate on
the board. (UCRP)
As a part of a community college's initiative, young
people supervised by college faculty now run a
silkscreening business out of the local police station.
(Wright)
A local librarian develops the resources for a "toollending library," and two neighborhood residents start
an informal business using the tools they have
borrowed. (Austin)
A hospital turns its former building into rent-subsidized
apartments for local senior citizens. (Lutheran)
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Students at a local school organize in order to set up
recycling bins at their school so that students and
community residents will be able to recycle paper and
aluminum. Now a local recycling company has agreed to
empty these dumpsters free of charge. (Peninsula)
A community development corporation created from a
neighborhood church worked with another
congregation to turn its rectory into transitional housing
for 20 families. The parish leases the old rectory for $1
per year. (Bethel)
An art class held at a community college focuses on
teaching students to make jewelry that can be sold to
neighborhood jobbers. (Wright)

This same community college has established a selfemployment training program for women and
minorities, and now many of the graduates of this
program are starting their own businesses. (Wright)

Local Investment Strategies: Keeping Investment at
the Neighborhood Level
One of the most powerful resources available to any institution is its
financial capacity. This capacity can come in many different forms,
including:
endowments
savings or investment portfolios
special collections or fund-raising drives
discretionary funds
pension funds
Traditionally, these financial resources have been invested in "safe"
funds outside of the local economy. These funds, if returned to local
neighborhoods, have the potential of financing a wide range of sustainable economic development projects.
Some of the creative vehicles through which these resources can be
invested include:
direct contributions
foundations
community development loan funds
credit unions
community development credit unions
If local institutions invested even a fraction of their investment portfo-

lios, millions of dollars would suddenly be available to local economies. Here are some of the concrete examples of local investment
happening in communities across the country.
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A church joins with seven community groups to form a
community development credit union in order to invest
in community-based projects. (Bethel)
A school provides the space, resources and training for
students to open a youth credit union. Youth learn basic
financial skills and the value of investments at the same
time. (Flower)
A hospital helps to establish a community development
corporation whose focus is housing, and subsequently
invests $50,000 in the project. (Southeastern)
Clearly more resources are available for investment in local efforts.
Furthermore, a direct financial investment by an institution usually
means that it has a direct stake in the success of the program, and will
work to see that it thrives.

Economic Bridge Building: Local Institutions Serving
as Conduits for Outside Resources
We have looked at some of the ways in which non-economic institutions can contribute to the economic life of local communities. All of
these have focused on the resources available within neighborhoods.
However, many institutions have numerous contacts outside of neighborhoods. Most are part of larger institutional bodies that have access
to far greater resources. Individual schools belong to school systems.
Police stations belong to police departments. Neighborhood libraries
belong to citywide library systems. Churches are members of regional
and national denominational institutions. And all of these institutions
have access to other significant regional and national institutions and
organizations. What are the implications of these relationships?
City churches have been able to cultivate relationships with wealthier
suburban congregations. These suburban congregations have in turn
supported the initiatives of city congregations. In North Carolina, for
example, a statewide credit union helped city and suburban congregations establish a common pool of resources which was used to renovate church buildings and expand church space for community-based
development projects such as child care. (Self-Help)
The linkages that local institutions already have can pave the way for
valuable resources flowing into the neighborhood:
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The Board of Pensions of a national church body creates
the first social investment pool capitalized by church
pension funds. The plan gives pastors and other church
members a choice in allocating pension monies. Two of
the five options are considered to be socially
responsible. (ELCA)

'i A hospital advocates for federal funds that are funneled

through the city and then loaned to community groups
to be given back for neighborhood projects. When the
community pays back the loans to the city, this money
will then be reinvested in the hospital's neighborhood.
(Riverside)
'i

Several church denominations invest pension funds in a
revolving loan fund in New England which then makes
low-interest loans available for community-based
housing projects. $700,000 is initially placed in the loan
fund which has grown by more than ten-fold. (Institute)

'i Another local hospital facilitates the formation of a

coalition of 40 neighborhood groups in order to focus
effectively on the rehabilitation of existing buildings.
The president of this hospital then serves as the first
president of this new community development
corporation which re-develops 700 abandoned housing
units, thereby stabilizing the neighborhood's housing
market. (Lutheran)
'i A school attracts the support of a major private

foundation that arranges to provide mentors and tutors
and donates playground equipment to the school. The
private foundation hopes through the partnership to
strengthen the children's math and science skills so they
can be hired in the future. (Johnson)
'i A local hospital wins a $20,000 award from a private

foundation for being "the one nonprofit doing the most
to improve the quality of life" in the city. The hospital
then uses this money to give $1,000 grants to local
homeowners and businesses for facade improvements.
(Mt. Sinai)
'i This same hospital forms a partnership with a large

manufacturing company and an association of
community residents to rehabilitate existing housing in
the neighborhood. This partnership is controlled by a
governing board of community members, and at the
present time over $55 million has been reinvested in the
community and 3100 people have been assisted with
housing rehabilitation. (Mt. Sinai)
'i Another hospital creates a neighborhood development

corporation which has rehabilitated 900 housing units
and brought $155 million in various investments to the
neighborhood. (Riverside)
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Still another hospital creates a community development
corporation to spearhead economic development efforts
in the neighborhood. This CDC has a board that is made
up of community members as well as hospital staff, and
in its first five years of operation, this CDC negotiates
$4.5 million in mortgages and contributes $350,000 in
equity to cover the rehabilitation costs for 300 units of
housing for low- to moderate-income families.
(Montefiore)
A local community development corporation, built from
a neighborhood church, works with individuals from
outside of the community who can provide expertise.
One working relationship utilizes the skills and
experiences of a suburban home builder who specializes
in energy-efficient homes. (Bethel)
In partnership with a large city-wide bank, a local high
school is able to organize a network comprised of ten
elementary and junior high schools in order to
coordinate community development activities. As part of
this effort, the bank provides connections with city
organizations, businesses and institutions, as well as
some funding and assistance in planning and
development. (Orr)
It is dear, then, that local institutions often have the capacity and
status to attract resources from outside the neighborhood. Wellestablished institutions with a good track record are most likely to be
able to assist local initiatives in accessing support. In addition to
building bridges to foundations, state and federal agencies, or other
sources, local institutions are connected to their own governing bodies
which may be in a position to invest in the neighborhood economy.

Commitment to Community: Ongoing Support of
Economic Activity
The key to building sustainable local economies is in developing a
strong resource base-both human and physical-which is appropriate for that particular community. Sporadic infusions of capital, relief
financing and dependence on external sources of expertise and aid
cannot, in the long run, guarantee a thriving local economy. Many
neighborhoods have experienced such neglect and economic devastation that short-term financing of special projects and programs will not
go very far in helping to rebuild the local economy. In some instances
the human and physical infrastructure has to be rebuilt brick by brick
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By investing in the local economy, institutions demonstrate a commitment to the economic health and well-being of the neighborhood. But
it is not simply a benign display of support. If an institution makes a

commitment to invest locally, it will want local economic initiatives to
succeed. Indeed, it will be in the self-interest of the institution, both
directly and indirectly, for the local economy to flourish. The ongoing
support of local economic activity by institutions that possess power
and status, is essential to the rebuilding of the community.
Credible institutions lending their name to a project or actively participating in the project can attract new resources into a neighborhood. It
is a sign of the institution's commitment to the local community, an
important indication that this community is here to stay.
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Contacts for Stories in This Section
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Austin

Austin Library
2121 W. 95th Street
Chicago, IL 60644
(312) 746-5038 (Donna Kanapes, Branch Head)

Bethel

Mary Nelson, President
Bethel New Life, Inc.
367 N. Karlov
Chicago, IL 60624
(312) 826-5540

Christian

Christian Family Center Church
Rev. Tony E. Pierce
1800 W. Bradley Avenue
Peoria, IL 60606
(309) 673-2600

Drew

Martin Luther King-Drew Medical Center
1521 E. 120th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90059
(213) 563-4974 (Lewis King, Dean of Medicine)

ELCA

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
8765 W. Higgins Road
Chicago, IL 60631

Flower

Flower Vocational High School
3545 W. Fulton Street
Chicago, IL 60624
(312) 534-6755 (Dorothy Williams, Principal)

Fourth

Fourth Presbyterian
Rev. Ted Miller
126 E. Chestnut
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 787-4570

Institute

Institute for Community Economics
Revolving Loan Fund
Sister Louise Foisy
151 Montague City Road
Greenfield, MA 01301
(413) 774-7956

Johnson

Johnson Elementary School
1420 S. Albany
Chicago, IL 60623
(312) 534-1830 (Mattie Tyson, Principal)

Lutheran

Lutheran Medical Center
150 55th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11220
(718) 630-7000 (Mary Theresa McKenna,
Assistant Director of Community Relations)

Malcolm X

Malcolm X College
1900 W. Van Buren
Chicago, IL 60612

Montefiore

Montefiore Medical Center
111 E. 210th Street
Bronx, NY 10467
(212) 920-4011 (Fred Yaeger, Press Manager)

Mt. Sinai

Mount Sinai Hospital
15th and California
Chicago, IL 60608
(312) 650-6489 (Diane Dubey, Director of
Public Affairs)

Orr

Orr High School
730 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago, IL 60624

Peninsula

Peninsula High School
14105 Purdy Drive NW
Harbor, WA 98335
(206) 851-6131

Prescott

Prescott School
1632 W. Wrightwood
Chicago, IL 60614

Riverside

Riverside Hospital
Toledo, OH 43604
(419) 729-6000 (Hugh Grefe, Executive Director
of Riverside)
San Diego Police Department
Southeastern Division
7222 Skyline Drive
San Diego, CA 92114

San Diego
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Self Help

Self Help Credit Union
Laura Benedict
P.O. Box 3619
Durham, NC 27702
(919) 683-3.016

Simpson

Simpson Alternative School
1321 S. Paulina
Chicago, IL 60608

Southeastern

Greater Southeastern Community Hospital
1310 Southern Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20032
(202) 574-6077 (Claudia Thorne, Director of
Program Development)

Trinity

Trinity United Church of Christ
Rev. Jeremiah Wright
532 West 95th
Chicago, IL 60628
(312) 962-5650

Truman

Truman College
1145 W. Wilson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60640

UCRP

United Church of Rogers Park
Rev. Kerm Krueger
Ashland & Morse Avenues
Chicago, IL 60626
(312) 761-2500

Wright

Wright College
3400 N. Austin Avenue
Chicago, IL 60634

Introduction
A basic problem for many low-income communities today is the lack of
access to credit. Dozens of neighborhoods have been redlined by
major financial institutions and then simply abandoned when overhead costs became too great to provide for the savings needs of individuals on limited incomes.

ALTERNATIVE
CREDIT
INSTITUTIONS

What did this mean for local communities? Where lending had once
been available to rehab housing, and to finance small business start-up
and expansion, housing purchases, medical payments, major consumer purchases and travel, a vacuum came into being. Without
necessary credit, housing stock deteriorated rapidly, no new small
businesses developed, no business expansion occurred and no new
investment in the community took place. Communities were simply
left to their own devices without the necessary access to capital. This is
what "disinvestment" means.
A neighborhood may have many of the component parts necessary to
engage in a strong community rebuilding effort. But a lack of access to
capital and credit will have a debilitating effect on every effort to
rebuild. This guide has shown how "non-economic" institutions can act
as bridge builders to outside resources in order to make substantial
funding available. However, even these efforts do not guarantee that
resources will be sufficient or accessible. The infusion of capital
through short-term relief aid or time-specific grants may provide a
temporary boost to the local economy, but it is in no way a replacement for either the generation of capital and credit from within the
community, or for attracting capital from outside the community.
Astute community builders, responding to the growing local credit
vacuum which has characterized neighborhood life over the last 20
years, have constructed a vital new industry which injects desperately
needed loans into local economies.
Referred to collectively as "Community Development Financial Institutions," these locally accountable lending structures come in a range of
shapes and sizes. They include community development banks (e.g.,
South Shore Bank in Chicago); micro-loan funds (e.g., the Women's
Self-Employment Project, also in Chicago); community development
loan funds; and community development credit unions. 1993 estimates of the scope of these community development financial institutions place their total number at about 450, managing a total of about
$700 million in assets. (See The Neighborhood Works, August-September, 1993, for a good summary of CDFis.)
Two forms of CDFis, the community development banks and the
micro-loan funds, have received considerable attention in the last few
years. Both are valuable strategies for community building, and de293

serve thorough exploration. For materials relating the ground-breaking
experience of South Shore Bank, one of four community development
banks currently operating, contact Shore bank Corporation, 7054 S.
Jeffrey Blvd., Chicago, IL 60649, (312) 288-1000.
One source of good materials on micro-loan funds, as well as the other
forms of CDFis, is the Coalition of Community Development Financial
Institutions, 213 W. Ferry Road, Yardly, PA 19067, (215) 736-1644.
This guide will introduce the two other major forms of Community
Development Financial Institutions in somewhat fuller fashion. Community Development Credit Unions (CDCUs) and Community Development Loan Funds (CDLUs) are both important tools for generating
local access to credit, and both can be built on the existing asset base
of the community-the savings of individuals, as well as the assets and
connections of local associations and institutions.
Community Development Credit Unions are very local, communitybased institutions whose specific mission involves lending in lowincome communities. CDCUs must attract most of their capital from
the local community, and do all of their lending within set community
boundaries. Community Development Loan Funds, on the other hand,
can attract capital from a much wider set of investors, and often loan
in many different low-income communities.
CDCUs and CDLUs, then, are two community-based institutions that
effectively combine the resources of local community residents and
local institutions with resources from outside the community.
This guide will now introduce each of these approaches a bit more
fully. We will not emphasize the technical details involved with founding and operating either a CDCU or a CDLU. Rather, we want to
underscore the usefulness and versatility of these vehicles by summarizing a few of the thousands of creative loans made by each, stories of
investments which contribute to rebuilding communities.
For much more extensive, excellent materials and technical assistance
dealing with Community Development Credit Unions, contact:
National Federation of Community Development
Credit Unions
120 Wall Street, lOth Floor
New York, NY 10005
(212) 809-1850
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For more on Community Development Loan Funds, contact:
National Association of Community Development
Loan Funds
924 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107-2405
(215) 923-4754

Community Development Credit Unions (CDCUs)
Community Development Credit Unions differ from traditional financial institutions in that they intentionally and primarily seek to make
lending available for the development of low-income communities.
CDCUs have made lending available to individuals normally shut out
of the financial market for the start-up or expansion of businesses, the
purchase or remodeling of homes, or for education. Lending is also
made for consumer purchases, hospitalization or travel.
Besides loans to individuals, which enhance the quality of life in lowincome communities, CDCUs have developed innovative loan programs and made loans to community-based organizations and coalitions to enhance their development work in the community. In one
neighborhood, a community-based organization identifies homes in
need of weatherization. Upon identifying the homes, the CBO refers
the owners to the local CDCU for the lending sufficient to complete
the weatherization project. The CDCU benefits from the loan fees it
collects from home owners. Home owners benefit from the savings on
energy costs. And the CBO further develops its contacts and image in
the community.
Many existing CDCU s were established independently during the civil
rights era and as part of federally sponsored community action programs. Churches formed coalitions to build CDCUs in order that some
form of credit would be made available in local neighborhoods.
Groups of community activists got together to form CDCUs. And
dozens of community-based organizations and neighborhood associations combined resources to found a CDCU. In every case, a cooperative effort was needed to start a democratically-controlled local financial institution that could and would respond to the particular credit
and banking needs of low-income communities.

CDCUs: Well-Suited to Local Economies
The CDCU is particularly well-suited to lending in low-income communities. Although the exact number of CDCUs is not known, hundreds
of CDCUs around the country are currently making an impact in local
neighborhoods through a variety of lending and savings programs and
initiatives.
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Providing basic banking services. CDCUs have, for
some communities, replaced the bank as the primary
financial institution. CDCUs provide basic savings and
checking account services for members used to relying
on credit exchanges for the bulk of their banking needs.
Savings and reinvestment in the local community is
thereby enhanced.
Flexibility. CDCU s are able to make and structure
loans to fit the resources of individuals without lengthy
credit histories or ability to repay a loan over a short
period of time.
Small loans. CDCUs make loans that fit the capacity of
consumers or entrepreneurs. A typical CDCU loan may
be as low as $500 and go as high as $10,000 or more
where business and mortgage lending is taking place. In
most cases, traditional lending sources will not make
credit available at these lower levels.
Loans to women and minorities. Recognizing that
women and minorities have had limited access to credit
markets, many CDCU s have established loan programs
that lend exclusively to these groups.
Providing second chances. An individual who has
defaulted on a first loan is often shut out of the credit
market or forced to pay exorbitant interest rates. A
CDCU generally takes social factors and extenuating
circumstances into consideration when reviewing a loan
application. In many cases, a loan will be made and
structured carefully to avoid a second default.
Utilizing resources of middle-income individuals.
CDCU s are able to take advantage of the mixed income
structure of many neighborhoods. Deposits of middleincome individuals and families can be used for lending
among low-income individuals.
Immediate reinvestment in the community. CDCUs
are chartered with the immediate community in mind.
In addition to each shareholder having a stake in the
CDCU (enhancing local participation and control of
local resources) all lending takes place within the
immediate community. Residents are thereby
empowered to assert control over their own resources.
The real advantage of CDCUs is not just that they contribute to the
overall economic development of local communities, but that they
provide a vehicle for marginalized individuals to re-enter the main-
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stream economy. Women, persons of color, welfare recipients, youth
and the working poor have most often been excluded from the
economy. CDCUs are local assets that institutionalize the process of
building access to the local economy.

W'here Does the Capital Come From?
CDCUs are permitted to receive up to 20% of their deposits from
sources outside the community. (Many CDCUs have, however, successfully applied for a waiver and receive in excess of 20% of deposits from
outside of their geographic boundaries.) Since CDCU membership
must be comprised of at least 51% who are living at or below 70% of
the annual median income for the region, the infusion of outside
investment enables many CDCUs to provide lending in areas that
ordinarily might be dosed to them. Outside deposits come from five
major sources: religious institutions, foundations, banks, public
institutions and socially conscious individual investors.
Religious Institutions

In North Carolina, a CDCU has established a program through which
churches, large and small, pool their resources in order that smaller
congregations in the pool can gain access to necessary funding at
below market interest rates. Besides using the funding to carry out
major rehab projects on their buildings, churches also expand the
capacity of their mission by developing underutilized space. In some
churches, day care centers are being built. The day care centers meet a
real need in the community and provide employment opportunities.
Without the partnership of larger, wealthier congregations outside of
the community, however, a church with access to fewer resources
would not be able to exercise as much economic power in the community. (Self-Help)
Foundations

A grant from a major foundation enabled the National Federation of
Community Development Credit Unions to establish coalitions of
CDCUs in four major cities. Through the grant, 24 CDCUs received
funded deposits averaging $50,000. From these deposits a total of 120
community development loans were made, which amounted to a
grand total of $640,000 in lending. The majority of the lending was in
housing and small business development (working capital and inventory). When a foundation makes an investment in a CDCU, it enables
local decision-making to take place by those who generally have
excellent contacts in the community and an implicit understanding of
the forces at work in the neighborhood. (National)
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Banks
CDCUs argue that not only are they providing lending in communities
that banks have left behind, they are also laying the groundwork for
banks to return once it has been proven that low-income communities
are creditworthy. As one CDCU administrator puts it: ''We are developing future customers for the banks." That being the case, it behooves
banks to invest in the development and growth of CDCUs.
In Philadelphia, a banking institution was convinced that it was in its
self-interest to donate the building it vacated to the CDCU, particularly
in light of the Community Reinvestment Act. A large building may bear
too many liabilities for a CDCU to accept, but the Philadelphia CDCU
was able to extract greater concessions, which made it a worthwhile
venture. The bank agreed to pay for all the utilities for the first three
years while the CDCU built up its ability to pay operational expenses.
Other banks have simply made substantial investments in CDCUs.
(Southwest)

State and Federal Agencies
In North Carolina, the Black Congressional Caucus of the state legislature enabled a grant of $1 million to be made to a coalition of CDCUs
in order to support business lending among minorities. The grant was
provided to a coalition which had as members 10 of the 13 CDCUs
across the state. The coalition itself provides training and technical
resources to its member organizations so that more effective lending
can take place. (Self-Help)
In New York, a state development corporation deposits funds at a
CDCU in Ithaca at a three percent rate of interest. The CDCU is able,
in turn, to make loans available to women and minority business
enterprises at seven percent. The differential in interest rates allows
the CDCU to build its asset base while- enabling local residents to
develop or expand entrepreneurial ventures with funding well below
market interest rates. Unfortunately, some CDCUs have been forced to
turn down major investments because the point differential on interest
rates was so minimal. However, in many cases, major funding from
public agencies enables CDCUs to expand their mission in local communities. (Alternatives)

Individuals
As individuals become more aware of the wide rage of opportunities
for socially responsible investing, CDCUs represent a viable option for
investing in the development of low-income communities. In Dallas, a
Texas congressional representative and the state attorney general have
each invested $25,000 in a CDCU. Other smaller investments are made
by individuals who do not need the highest rate of return on their
deposits. Nonetheless, many CDCUs are able to pay dividends on their
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share draft deposits which in many cases match the rate offered
through a passbook savings account. (Common Ground)

Creative Individual Loans
'i

A CDCU in Chicago made a $1,000 loan to a hospital
janitor that enabled him to buy industrial supplies.
Upon purchasing the supplies, he was able to begin
contracting cleaning jobs during the evening.
Eventually, he had enough contacts and jobs so that he
could start his own business on a full-time basis. The
CDCU was perhaps the only institution that would make
a loan to an individual under these circumstances.
(Northside)

'i

When the poor are able to afford the purchase of a car,
it is more often than not a used car. Financing of used
cars, particularly when purchased from a dealer, often
exceeds the financing rates for new cars. CDCU s in
Chicago have made loans available to low-income
individuals and families to purchase used cars. They also
make loans available for repairs on used cars.
(Woodstock)

'i

A CDCU made a loan to an Hispanic woman after she
came to a community presentation on financial
alternatives. She was unaware of the existence of credit
unions and subsequently became a member. The credit
union loaned her a sufficient amount to begin her own
printing business. (Woodstock)

'i

A CDCU in Chicago loaned a blind Mrican-American
man enough money to purchase a Braille typewriter and
a photocopier. The loan, which was less than $1,000 but
unattainable to him through traditional financial
services, enabled the man to start up a business out of
his home. (Woodstock)

'i

A Philadelphia low-income credit union made a loan to
an individual for the purchase of clothing in New York
City. He in turn sold the clothing by walking the
neighborhood streets and projects. The initial $1,000
loan enabled him to make enough to continue sales on
a part-time basis in addition to his regular full-time job.
(Southwest)

'i

A Philadelphia CDCU made a housing rehab loan to a
woman who subsequently opened a halfway house for
schizophrenic people recently deinstitutionalized or
who would have been better off in a community setting.
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The woman was in delinquent status on her initial loan
from the CDCU and was about to be foreclosed on her
first halfway house. However, upon investigation, the
CDCU discovered that her son had begun to exhibit
signs of schizophrenia, almost causing her to experience
a nervous breakdown. Following the initial stages of
trauma, the woman was able to begin to catch up on her
delinquent loan and make application for the second
rehab loan. (Southwest)
A long-time member of a Philadelphia CDCU fell on
hard times when her husband left her and left all the
bills with her. She declared bankruptcy on all her debts
save her CU loan. Making small incremental payments
on the loan, she was finally able to get back on her feet.
She remarried, became a pastor, opened a store front
church with ministries to youth and homeless and
eventually, with the help of a loan from the CDCU,
purchased a building she had been leasing. (Southwest)
A jazz musician wanted to purchase a computer for his
home. He had an uneven source of income-music
production and lessons. Nonetheless, the CDCU made
the loan to him, recognizing his good credit record and
the amount of research he had done before making
application for the loan. (Southwest)
A CDCU on the Lower East Side of New York City made
a loan, in cooperation with three other New York
CDCUs, to a cooperative tenants group. With the loan
the cooperative was able to buy out the original
purchase loan of an apartment complex, rehab the
building and convert it into a tenant-owned and
managed building. (Lower East Side)
A woman who had defaulted on her student loan was
given no opportunity by the local bank to reestablish
credit. The CDCU, however, recognizing her
commitment to repay the student loan and reestablish
herself as a good risk, provided a loan to her. With the
loan, the woman was able to establish a good credit
rating. (Lower East Side)
A Chicago CDCU made a travel loan to a neighborhood
artisan's co-op so a staff member could travel to Brazil
and purchase items for resale at the shop. (Northside)
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The same CDCU made a loan to a minority business to
purchase a floor-waxing machine, just as the business
was starting out. The purchase enabled the company to
secure a number of new contracts. (Northside)

'i

A CDCU made a loan to a mom and pop candy maker
which enabled the owners to purchase a piece of
equipment needed to produce fine chocolates. The
candy makers won a contract with the Trump Plaza to
provide 75,000 pieces of candy to the hotel. Typically,
mom and pop companies cannot get major loans from
traditional banking services because their financial
records are not sufficient. CDCUs have the flexibility to
provide these types of loans. (Brooklyn)
A CDCU made a loan to a bed-and-breakfast which
enabled it to purchase a restaurant which allowed the
B&B to expand its own services. The loan came under a
special investment of the Urban Development
Corporation through which loans are made available to
minorities running or developing small businesses.
(Brooklyn)
A pastor who was able to lease a gas station, which was
badly needed in the community, received a $2,000 loan
from a CDCU to purchase his first allotment of gas. The
loan was made after he got the community to pitch in
$1,000 as a sign of good faith and commitment to the
station. Following the start-up of the station, the CDCU
made a second loan which enabled him to purchase a
car inspection and car wash equipment. The pastor
returned a third time to his CDCU for a loan to purchase
a carburetor testing device. The CDCU would have been
unable to make all three loans at one time, but by
setting up staged lending, it enabled the pastor to fully
equip his gas station. (Common Ground)
A young woman received ownership of a nine-unit
apartment building when her father died. The building
needed a new roof, staircase and east wall. It was also 18
years in arrears on property tax payments. In order to
qualify for a federal housing preservation program, she
needed to pay off the back taxes. A CDCU provided the
loan which enabled her to pay off the taxes. The
building now provides seven units of housing for lower
income people and two units of middle-income
housing. (Union)
A CDCU made a first-time loan to a nonprofit recycling
operation in order that it could purchase a truck and
materials. The recycler returned for grants several more
times and was finally able to compete for a major city
recycling contract. Currently the recycling center has
revenues of $1 million and employs 23 individuals. (Self
Help)
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A CDCU made a $750 loan to a welfare mother for the
purchase of new furniture for her home. With the loan
she was able to begin a day care center in her home. She
is currently billing more than $60,000 annually in day
care services. The CDCU made the loan when no other
financial institution would listen to her. (Vermont)
A Vancouver Credit Union made a loan of $1,800
available to a local residents' association. With the loan,
the association was able to pay the first three month's
rent on a store front, which was then opened as a
seniors store, administered and operated by and for
seniors. (Vancouver)
A CDCU in North Carolina encourages its small business
lenders to bring a certain level of savings into a lending
relationship. A used car dealer was encouraged to set
aside a certain amount of savings and a certain amount
from each sale of a used car. Through the partnership,
the used car dealer was able to open his business,
ensure financial solvency over time, and achieve a net
worth of $75,000. The CDCU also benefited from the
partnership as its own investment base grew. (St.
Luke's)
A CDCU made available a loan to a foreigner working at
a major university. The secondary market would not
approve his application because he did not have a green
card. Alternatives Federal Credit Union approved his
application because he had a solid application and they
were confident that he would soon have his green card.
(Alternatives)
A couple filed for bankruptcy on their business after a
lengthy illness of the husband and the wife's resignation
to care for him and their child. Mter they recovered
from bankruptcy, the secondary market refused the
loan. Noting that the circumstances that led to
bankruptcy in the first place were beyond their control,
and taking into consideration the wife's well-paying job,
the housing loan was granted. (Alternatives)
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Beyond Individual Loans: More Creative
Loan Programs
A CDCU in New York City developed a prototypical loan
for tenant-owned cooperative buildings. The co-ops, in
"high risk" neighborhoods, were often not able to get
fire and liability insurance. Under a master insurance
plan developed by the CDCU, the co-ops were able to
buy fire and liability insurance under a power of
attorney scheme, which allowed for the policy to be
cancelled if it was not paid in full. The CDCU provided
the funding for the payment on the policy. (Self Help
Works)
The New York State Development Corporation
deposited funds at a New York City CDCU at a very low
interest rate. The CDCU in turn made loans available to
women and minorities at a slightly higher rate. The loan
fund has enabled several minority and women's
businesses to get off the ground including a mail order
catalog company and a greeting card production
company. The loans are available for between $1,000
and $7,000 for terms of up to 60 months at a low
interest rate. (Alternatives)
A branch office of a CDCU in North Carolina is
establishing a church-based loan pool. Churches in a
particular region from the same denomination provide
capital for a loan pool that will be used by other
churches for necessary capital improvements or
community outreach. One of the goals is to create more
day care space in underutilized church space through
the loan pool. (Self Help)
A branch office of a statewide CDCU is prepared to
make commercial start-up loans of less than $10,000
available to public housing residents. Traditional
funding sources do not make commercial loans of less
than $10,000 available. (Self Help)
A CDCU created a "Rhodes Scholar" Program through
which a local nonprofit organization deposits $25 into a
child's account following the receipt of good grades.
Local businesses back up the program with their own
contributions. Most of the children and the parents have
added to their credit union savings accounts. (Vermont)
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Dreams for Dollars is the name of a credit union for
youth. The credit union is completely administered and
staffed by youth. Staff from the "adult" credit union serve
as consultants to the process. (Alternatives)
Ten banks and a CDCU combined to form a loan pool
for minority business lending. An entrepreneur who has
been turned down for loans on two occasions is
referred to the program and receives entrepreneurial
training, specifically addressing the reasons for which
the loan was rejected. The applicant, following training,
then receives a loan from one of the ten banks, given on
a rotating basis. The risk to the bank is low since the
loans are low level and given on a rotating basis and the
business owner gets immediate access to mainstream
lending if successful in the program. (Self Help)
A California CDCU has lending available at 3% interest
for persons interested in starting up day-care
operations. (Santa Cruz)
Alternatives Federal Credit Union allows individuals to
refinance new car purchases at a more favorable new car
loan rate within 30 days of original purchase.
(Alternatives)
A CDCU has entered into a partnership with a local
community organization. The CBO identifies families
and individuals who need weatherization and energy
efficiency work done and the credit union provides the
loan. (Northside)
A Dallas CDCU has structured its loans to ensure
repayment and make repayments easier to lenders.
Monthly payments on loans are tied to an individual's
pay day. Problem loans are thus caught earlier on in the
process and can be restructured or dealt with
accordingly. (Common Ground)
A Dallas CDCU has made "risky" loans to individuals
starting up day-care centers. In order to reduce risk the
sponsoring CDC has placed a compensating balance in
the account of the CDCU. (Common Ground)
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Community Development Credit Union Contacts
Alternatives

Alternative Credit Union
Bill Myers
301 W. State St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
(607) 273-4611

Brooklyn

Brooklyn Ecumenical Group
Elizabeth Shoy
541 Atlantic Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217
(718) 858-8803

Common Ground

Common Ground Community FCU
John Fullinwider
5405 East Grand
Dallax, TX 72223
(214) 631-3628

Lower East

Lower East Side Credit Union
Linda Levy
37 Avenue B
New York, NY 10009
(212) 529-8197

Northside

Northside Community Credit Union
Elaine Graham
4554 N. Broadway, Suite 240
Chicago, IL 60640
(312) 728-0424

St. Luke

St. Luke Credit Union
Ruffin Gill
P.O. Box 548
Windsor, NC 27983
(919) 794-3242

Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz Community Credit Union
Jeff Wells
P.O. Box 1877
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1877
(408) 425-7708

Self Help

Self Help Credit Union
Laura Benedict
P.O. Box 3619
Durham, NC 27702
(919) 683-3016
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Self Help Works

Self Help Works
Mark Farrell
40 Prince Street, 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10012
(212) 226-4119

Southwest

Southwest Germantown Associated Federal CU
Terry Trudeau
5521 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
(215) 843-4151

Union

Union Settlement of East Harlem
Lillian Bent
237 E. 104th Street
New York, NY 10029
(212) 360-8800

Vermont

Vermont Development Credit Union
Lisa Kilborn
64 North Street
Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 865-3404

Vancouver

Vancouver City Community Foundation
Robyn Allan
515 W. lOth Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5Z 4A8 CANADA

Other Important Contacts
National

National Federation of Community
Development Credit Unions, Inc.
Clifford Rosenthal
59 John Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10038
(212) 513-7191
Professor John Ibister
Professor of Economics
Merrill College
University of California/Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, CA

Woodstock
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Woodstock Institute
Kathryn Tholin
407 S. Dearborn, Suite 550
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 427-8070

Community Development Loan Funds
Community Development Loan Funds (CDLFs) exist to provide credit
to groups and initiatives normally shut out of the traditional funding
market. Because they can attract a broader range of investors that the
Community Development Credit Unions, CDLFs often take on larger
loans.
In general, a Community Development Loan Fund has three purposes:
assist those who need capital the most;
engage those who have access to capital by providing
solid investment opportunities;
provide an example to traditional lending institutions
so they might broaden their lending base (CDLFs often
make up only one piece of the total lending package or
make an initial loan which allows a group to acquire
additional funding).
Why are CDLFs effective agents in low-income communities? CDLFs
traditionally have close ties to the community; they understand a
variety of models of community economic development; they have low
overhead costs; they provide both loan capital and technical assistance
needed to carry out the loan; and they have a steadfast commitment to
the projects for which the loans were made available (banks often have
a low level of personal commitment). These examples of CDLF lending
illustrate their capacity to impact local economies.

Community Development Loan Funds:
Creative Lending Stories*
A CDLF made a loan available to a community land
trust. The land trust was incorporated to purchase
properties and hold them in trust in perpetuity to insure
that a constant housing stock is available for low-income
residents. The Land Trust owns the land beneath a
property and the individual or family owns the house
and reserves the right to purchase the home at a price to
keep it affordable if a family moves out. The CDLF made
a loan of $40,000 available to the land trust to purchase
deposits and to acquire and renovate its first property.
The loan was made as the land trust was just getting
started so it was ineligible for ordinary financing.
(Capital)
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A revolving loan fund makes small loans available to
low- and moderate- income residents in New York.
Loans are used to improve housing conditions. The
loans are small, at below-market rates of interest and are
amortized over longer periods of time. One loan of $500
was given at 6% and amortized over two years
(affordable monthly payments of approximately $25 per
month). (Catskill)
A CDLF is a coalition of church and community groups
working together to promote community-based
economic development. The CDLF made a $7,000 loan
available to a crafts cooperative organized in response to
the needs of women in West Virginia. These women
often live in isolated communities and had little access
to jobs or transportation. With the capital loan, the
organization, called Wellspring, was able to begin a
marketing operation through a retail shop and
wholesale catalog. The one-of-a-kind crafts of the
women are then sold throughout the state.
(Appalachian)
A $20,000 loan from a CDLF enabled a Community
Economic Development Corporation in Dallas to
purchase 40 lot sites for houses that would have been
demolished by a major corporation. With the help of the
start-up loan, the CEDC has been able to acquire,
renovate and lease 50 housing units to families earning
less than $12,000 per year. (Institute)
'i

A CDLF was created by Koinonia Partners, an
intentional community. The Fund makes loans available
to low-income families with no-interest mortgages.
Families with incomes between $400 and $1,000 per
month are eligible to purchase homes with $700
downpayments and $100 monthly mortgage payments.
(Koinonia)
A CDLF makes loans available to microenterprises on
reservations, ranging from arts and crafts producers to
firewood vendors and small contractors. In general, the
Fund provides technical assistance and loan capital of
up to $10,000 to resident members of the Oglala Sioux
tribe. The Fund received its start-up from a couple of
major grants and receives investment from socially
responsible corporations, churches, foundations and
individuals. (Lakota)
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A CDLF made its first loan to a group of 13 families
living in a mobile home park. The loan enabled the
families, all of whom owned their homes, to purchase
the land. The other prospective buyer was a corporation
interested in developing condos. The condos would
have been priced out of the buying range of the park
dwellers. (New Hampshire)
A CDLF has provided 130 loans to dozens of
cooperatives in midwesternstates. The loans are
intended to promote the development of cooperative
enterprises. One of its best loans was a $40,000 loan to
a Madison cooperative grocer amortized over a five-year
schedule. The loan was part of a package which enabled
the co-op, an anchor business in the neighborhood, to
complete a major expansion project. The cooperative
failed to get an expansion purposes loan from
traditional funding sources. The CDLF subsequently
worked with the cooperative on refining the terms and
conditions of the expansion. (Northcountry)
*These sample stories are reported in the Directory of Members and
Associates (1989 edition) of the National Association of Community
Development Loan Funds.
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Introduction-Turning Local Liabilities into
Community Building Material

PHYSICAL
ASSETS

Until now we have been thinking in terms of resources within the
community which already exist as assets. Individuals, associations and
institutions represent a wide array of resources that can be enhanced
and more fully utilized within communities. Local economies can be
strengthened both by mobilizing the economic potential of noneconomic institutions and by building Community Development
Financial Institutions.
But there is one other group of potential assets which is available to
every community. The physical structures, land transportation system
and other infrastructure-all of these physical assets are important for
community-building.
In this final section of our community economy exploration, we will
concentrate on those physical assets which are less obvious. In fact, we
will focus on physical liabilities: vacant and abandoned spaces and
buildings, and waste. We focus on these liabilities because they are, at
the same time, potential assets. Many creative community groups have
taken these "liabilities" and transformed them into assets. They have
taken an abandoned building and transformed it into an arts center.
They have literally taken trash out of the community land fill and
transformed it into cash, valuable commodities, even art.
We will turn our attention first to the ways in which communities have
reclaimed vacant and abandoned spaces and buildings, and then to
creative uses of waste.

Reclaiming Vacant and Abandoned Space
Introduction
Communities in cities across the United States are littered with abandoned buildings, vacant lots and underutilized space. In Chicago
alone, some 92,000 lots sit vacant, 10,000 properties stand vacant or
abandoned, and many buildings and properties are underutilized. A
community leader from one neighborhood estimates that one-half of
the total property in the neighborhood is comprised of vacant lots.
Valuable space in our cities rapidly deteriorates, creates hazards and
contributes to the overall disintegration of a community. At the same
time, individuals and families search in vain for affordable housing,
small business entrepreneurs look for an environment that will attract
customers, artists dream about community arts centers, and community groups think about ways to make their neighborhoods more
livable, more whole.
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In their present condition, vacant lots, abandoned buildings and
underutilized space are liabilities. Multifamily apartment complexes
standing in a state of utter disrepair become a gathering point for drug
dealing, prostitution, violent crime, theft and desolation. Vacant
warehouses and factories are easy marks for vandalism and gang
activities. Vacant lots become catch-alls for abandoned vehicles, broken
glass, trash and unsightly vegetation. All of the abandoned and vacant
properties contribute to the visual and spiritual disintegration of a
neighborhood.
But unused and underutilized property is more than just a neighborhood hazard. Owners of many of these properties have not made
required property tax payments in years. It is a financial drain on city
and subsequently local resources. The city then finds itself in a dual
fix. It must pay millions of dollars to secure abandoned properties and
clear vacant lots, while simultaneously losing millions of dollars in
financial revenues in the form of property taxes. In addition, the mere
presence of abandoned and deteriorating properties keeps potential
investment in the community at bay.
Abandoned and vacant properties have always been thought of as
liabilities: they are unsafe, they absorb precious resources and they
inhibit economic and residential development. What would happen if
communities began to perceive those same properties as potential
assets? A vacant lot filled with junk does have the potential of becoming a community garden. A vacant school becomes a combined-use
living and learning center. An abandoned industrial site becomes a
small business incubator. And an abandoned warehouse becomes a
theatre, complete with retail, rehearsal and workshop space. The
possibilities go on and on. Some of these possibilities are illustrated by
the graphic on the next page, "From Abandoned and Vacant Space to
Community Resources: Turning Liabilities into Assets."
The process by which communities can transform vacant and abandoned space into valuable assets involves four basic steps:
Make an inventory of vacant and abandoned space.
Acquire the space, using a variety of approaches, often
with the help of partners.
Initiate and develop an appropriate project.
Maintain a viable, ongoing project.
We will look at each of these steps in a bit more detail.
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From Abandoned and Vacant Space to Community
Resources: Thrning Liabilities into Assets
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Identifying Abandoned and Vacant Space
Many of us have a vague sense of the kind of space that is underutilized, fully vacant or abandoned in our communities. We may drive
down a commercial strip in which every second store front is vacant,
burned out and/or in an advanced state of deterioration. We may also
walk through a residential district and find numerous homes and
apartments boarded up or in such an advanced state of disintegration
that they are only fit to be razed. We may, however, only find an
isolated vacant lot or a business that has been for sale for a year or
more.
The kind of informal survey that any of us can do simply by walking
through our neighborhood, however, can only give us a limited sense
of the range of opportunities lying in dormancy. An extensive and
rigorous survey, when considered along with the assets and potential
partners in the process, can be the beginning of a strategic approach
to neighborhood rejuvenation. Consider a vacant tract of land surrounded by abandoned homes. As a part of a comprehensive strategy
for neighborhood development, the vacant lot could become a combination soccer field and community garden surrounded by renovated
multi- and single-family housing.
A number of communities have undertaken an extensive survey of
space in their neighborhoods (see Bethel, DSNI, IOP). By looking at
the available resources, the potential assets and the desire to build
more community-focused space for individuals and families already
living in the community, a sound strategy for community renewal
unfolds.

Acquiring Abandoned Space
Some communities have discovered that by sharing resources and
expertise, they can turn a neighborhood eyesore into modern housing
for individuals and families. Through a variety of acquisition schemes
developed by community groups and city agencies working in partnership, groups have been able to gain access to vacant and abandoned
single-family and multifamily housing facilities.
Other groups have targeted vacant or abandoned warehouses, businesses or industrial sites. Community groups have successfully transformed these into community arts centers, museums, small business
incubators and commercial and retail centers.
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Still other organizations have concentrated on using and acquiring
vacant land. A popular and inexpensive use of vacant lots by community groups is community gardens. The gardens, whether flower,
vegetable or both, are an ideal way to bring diverse peoples together
over a common project. Both long and short-term leasing arrangements have augmented outright purchases for community groups.

The Roles of Partners in Acquiring and
Developing Space
Community groups engaged in the process of converting abandoned
space into livable, usable space, understand that they may not be able
to do it alone. Churches may band together to develop a neighborhood strategy of community reuse of space. Block clubs may cooperate
in converting vacant lots into community gardens and parks. And
organizations may combine resources to build structures that enhance
community. That is only the beginning, however.
Small community groups often need the assistance of policy advocacy
groups in accessing city-owned or abandoned properties. Groups may
not have the clout or the experience to succeed in attaining property
alone, but working together with citywide groups that engage in policy
advocacy and education and offer technical assistance in leveraging
property, they can. Once the property has been acquired, however, the
emphasis shifts to providing the skills necessary, through workshops
and consultations, for developing and sustaining creative communitybased projects.
A network of housing rehabilitation advocates in Chicago is one such
entity that helps neighborhood groups acquire and develop multifamily dwellings into affordable housing for families. The network helps
groups locate financing alternatives for their acquired properties.
(Chicago Rehab) The graphic on the next page illustrates the range of
partnerships which can help neighborhood groups acquire and develop space.

Developing Community Assets
Community builders are turning vacant and abandoned space into
affordable housing, vibrant commercial space, cultural centers, and
parks and gardens.
The renovation or redevelopment of affordable housing can, of course,
have a carry-over effect on the rest of the community. New homeowners attract new businesses which attract new cultural centers and
projects. Particularly when the parties involved in the construction of
homes are committed to providing affordable housing, the danger of
gentrification pushing long-time residents out of the neighborhood is
diminished.
A number of community groups have, after gaining access to abandoned or vacant properties, developed several blocks of affordable
housing for families and seniors through the establishment of a revolving loan fund or other financial vehicles. Many of these groups have
asked the families themselves to become involved in the physical
construction or rehabilitation of the properties. Sweat equity gives
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new homeowners a sense of participation and ownership in the
community redevelopment process-even when that participation is
localized in one home. They understand that all the parts make up the
whole of community development.
Other groups have recognized that abandoned business and retail
centers along the commercial strip of any neighborhood are a hindrance to reinvestment in the community. These groups have, however, discovered ways to utilize the resources available within the
community to give the re-investment process a kick start. Available
industrial space becomes a major recycling facility. (Bethel) An old,
abandoned auto repair building now houses a business incubator.
(Neighborhood)
Still other groups have discovered that building a cultural or arts
center can have a dramatic impact on the economic and cultural
vitality of a neighborhood, particularly when those centers reflect the
ethnic and cultural heritage of the neighborhood. A museum, for
example, can have a tremendous effect on the rest of the local business community.
Finally, community groups understand that a vacant lot can signal
danger to community residents. Individuals often hang out amid
debris and abandoned automobiles. Residents are often afraid to pass
near the site. However, in many cases, neighborhood groups have
turned these liabilities into assets as well, into parks and community
gardens. The stories which begin below will illustrate all of these
creative approaches.

Sustaining Vital Community Projects
The work has been done. The abandoned and vacant properties have
been acquired, financed and built. Community has been enhanced.
Now how do community groups go about sustaining these important
projects over the long haul? Many community groups have built income-generating programs into their projects to keep them viable.
Some examples:
A CDC purchased a vacant school house with the
intention of opening an elementary school after needed
renovations. Recognizing, however, that it could never
sustain its much smaller school financially, it converted
the second floor of the building into 24 units of
affordable housing. Many of the residents send their
children downstairs to the school. (Bethel)
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A CDC purchased a vacant and severely deteriorated
apartment complex. Over a two-year period it had
renovated the building into 20 units of long-term
transitional housing for homeless families. In the
basement, the corporation houses a lunch and catering
restaurant which simultaneously provides training for
the homeless and unemployed. (CFLS)

Conclusion
Community builders have shown that it is possible, through sharing
talents and resources, to turn neighborhood liabilities into community
assets. The key is in partnerships-at each step of the way. If a group
receives an abandoned house through a donation, it can benefit from
partnerships with local groups or a citywide advocacy and technical
assistance network which can assist in renovating the building. Another group may successfully acquire an abandoned industrial site and
have the financing in order to complete the renovation on the project.
A partnership with a community economic development network can
assist the group in housing appropriate businesses at the site.
A successful renovation project or community garden project can be
the first building block for renewal in the residential, economic,
cultural and spiritual life of the community. In many cases, the process
of renewing deteriorating community space involves a number of
steps: identifying potential space, acquiring abandoned, vacant or
underutilized space, developing the space with the assistance of rehab
or greening networks and financial partners, and finally sustaining the
project. Each step of the way can be made simpler by engaging in the
process with viable partners within the community.
The stories which follow illustrate the wide variety of options open to
community builders who look at liabilities and see potential assets.

Vacant Space Stories
Commercial, Industrial, Artistic Space
A CDC purchased an old school building from the
Chicago Board of Education, renovated it, and reopened
an elementary school on the ground floor and 26 units
of affordable housing on the upper floors. (Bethel)
A CDC purchased a warehouse facility which had stood
idle for 1-1/2 years and, after light renovation, opened a
materials recovery facility which will employ 2 5
individuals. The facility is a middle station between
initial collection and redevelopment of recyclable
materials. (Bethel)
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A neighborhood council worked out an agreement with
a religious order and the city park system. The park
purchased a vacant mansion and leased it to the Council
for a community arts and arts education center. The
Council has done the majority of the renovation on the
property. (North Lakeside)
A neighborhood organization purchased an old auto
parts warehouse and turned it into a center for business
incubation. Thirteen local businesses-construction,
light manufacturing, service-in the incubation phase
share technical support and equipment at the center.
Businesses that graduate are encouraged to continue to
do business in the neighborhood. (Neighborhood)
A neighborhood organization purchased a vacant
warehouse and renovated the building. It now rents 22
spaces to local artists who utilize the space for offices,
workshops, studios and galleries, and retail space.
(Neighborhood)
A Swedish gentleman purchased an old hardware store.
He turned the building into a cultural center and
museum, which contributed mightily to the
revitalization of the commercial district of a
neighborhood. (Swedish)
A CDC in cooperation with a local theatre, hopes to gain
access to a building left vacant by a newspaper publisher
two years ago. The groups hope to purchase the
building or receive it through a charitable contribution
and create business space for five community-based
organizations and redevelop the old warehouse space
into a theatre. The organizations involved in the
acquisition plan to share some space in the building for
common purposes (i.e., conference rooms). (Howard)
A local community and artists' advocate convinced a
property owner with underutilized space to renovate
the rooms into artist studios, gallery space and living
quarters. The result was the creation of an artists' colony
within 15 neighboring buildings. (Poughkeepsie)
An arts foundation acquired a warehouse from a
manufacturer of storm windows. The former warehouse
now houses a theatre, workshop space, an art gallery,
dressing rooms and storage space. The theatre produces
dramas created by Mrican or Mrican-American
playwrights. (ETA)
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A CDC became the primary equity partner with a private
developer in a joint venture. The joint venture
purchased from the original owner a 600,000 square
foot industrial complex and redeveloped it into a
multitenant industrial facility. (GNPDC)
A CDC purchased a 20,000 square-foot industrial site
from the original owner, invited an anchor tenant-a life
skills training center-and redeveloped a commercial
use site. (GNPDC)
With the assistance of a special city commercial district
designation program, which allowed the city to
purchase blighted property and resell it to a
development corporation, a CDC developed the
property and was successful in attracting a major
supermarket chain to locate at the site. The project
stimulated additional development efforts in the
immediate surrounding areas. (LADCOR)
Housing

A church acquired tax delinquent properties and, with
its own housing development staff, renovated the
buildings and re-offered them to the community as
affordable housing. (Lawndale)
A nonprofit community-based organization held land
for the benefit of the community and for individuals
from within the community. The trust acquired land
through purchase or donation and held the land in
perpetuity. The land was removed from the speculative
market and preserved for low-income homeowners at
affordable rates. (South Atlanta)
A housing corporation helped families move into
abandoned buildings purchased from the HUD
foreclosure list. Families participate with 60 hours of
sweat equity and a three-year lease-to-purchase option.
(ACORN)
A housing corporation coordinated a group of squatters
to take residence in abandoned buildings. The action,
which was intended to effect policy change, actually was
instrumental in getting the buildings turned over to the
squatting families. (ACORN)
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A church in Peoria received a donation of two vacant
houses. It initiated a revolving loan fund and eventually
opened its own construction business which used
community residents and minimum security prisoners
as workers. The local community college provided
training and oversight in construction. (Christian)
A Washington human services agency purchased a 20unit apartment building which was falling to pieces.
With multilayered financing, volunteer support from a
coalition of urban and suburban churches and donated
materials, the complex was completely renovated into
long-term transitional housing for homeless families.
The basement of the complex is a restaurant which acts
as an income-generating source and as a training ground
for the unemployed. (CFLS)
A youth construction project in New York provided
training for youth to renovate city-owned abandoned
buildings. The renovated units were then made available
to young adults who cannot live with their families or
who have been homeless. (Youth in Action)
Gardens
A vacant lot owned by the city was leased at no charge
to a group of Hmong families for gardening. The
vegetables provide the families with produce from July
through December. (Hmong)
A recycling center is prepared to implement four plans
utilizing vacant space in a neighborhood in Chicago.
Community gardens-Utilizing composted soil and
wood chips, the center is prepared to supply vacant lots
with good soil for the start-up of a community garden
project. Family truck farming-Through this program,
the city would transfer ownership of vacant space in
exchange for productive re-use. A family would be given
ownership of a one-acre site and then collectively farm
the site. Crops would be harvested and sold at a
neighborhood vegetable market. Community play
lots-Some lots could be cleared and seeded to provide
space for community play lots or playing fields. Finally,
some lots could be converted into nursery salvage
operations. An example: the Center recently received
100 trees @ $500 value. The trees had been improperly
balled and were therefore no longer marketable. A
salvage operation could take those trees, replant and
cultivate them over a year, and then resell the trees the
following year. (Resource)
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Fourteen families in a Chicago neighborhood have
garden plots on what used to be a vacant lot with cars
and debris creating a local eyesore. The garden, leased
from the city through a neighborhood association for $1
per year, has built a bridge between the diverse ethnic
communities. (East Village)
A group of local organizations in a Chicago
neighborhood oversees an open space park which has
developed at the site of a vacant lot. The lot was created
after three neighborhood high rises were razed in order
to create less dense living conditions and more open
space. The park features space for concerts, family
reunions, ball games and plots for gardening. (Howard)
A block club gained access to a vacant lot with the
assistance of a "greening" advocacy group and a local
politician. The dub created a community garden with 15
lots and space for children to play. The harvest that is
gathered is then distributed throughout the community.
(Grenshaw)
A community garden project uses water conservation
and soil preservation strategies in its community garden
project. A 55-gallon drum serves as a water catchment
device and an in-built pond serves as a drainage area. Of
the produce harvested, 50% goes to the hungry through
an interfaith coalition and 50% to the gardenersneighbors, volunteers, schools, churches, small
businesses. (SEED)
A neighborhood association creates garden plots from
vacant lots and encourages neighborhood residents to
take responsibility for their own properties and adjacent
lots. The lots are city-owned. The group gains access to
the lots through the citywide "adopt-a-lot" program.
(Slum Busters)
A city-wide program in New York City, funded by
Federal and state community block grants, has helped
600 community groups gain interim access to cityowned properties between demolition and
redevelopment status. The community gardens produce
$1 million in produce each year and have facilitated new
neighborhood leadership and organization, as well as
new connections between groups, institutions and a
variety of people. (Green Guerillas)
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A community gardening network works in cooperation
with public schools to develop community gardens and
a curriculum package on horticulture. (Green Thumb)
The Center for Alternative Sentencing and Employment
Service Programs provides the opportunity for those in
an alternative sentencing program to work with
community groups starting a garden-particularly
senior citizens who can garden but cannot build. In
cooperation with the Green Thumb project, the Service
Program links individuals to community groups to build
raised beds, put in fences, etc. In many instances, longterm relationships are established through this function.
(Green Thumb)
A nonprofit member organization of 350 active
members collects and redistributes plants and foliage to
community gardening groups. It also provides technical
assistance, workshops, horticultural and agricultural
expertise, and organizing strategies. (Green Guerillas)
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Vacant Space Contacts
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Acorn

ACORN
Chris Brown
410 S. Michigan Avenue, 4th Floor Annex
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 939-7488

Bethel

Bethel New Life
Kate Lane
347 N. Karlov
Chicago, IL 60624
(312) 826-5540

Chicago Rehab

Chicago Rehab Network
53 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 663-3936

CFLS

Community Family Life Services
Rev. Thomas J. Knoll
305 "E" Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 347-0511

Christian

Christian Family Center Church
Rev. Tony Pierce
1800 W. Bradley Avenue
Peoria, IL 60606
(309) 673-2600

Commons

Chicago Commons Association
Donald Duster
915 N. Wolcott
Chicago, IL 60622
(312) 342-5330

Community Land

Community Land Use Network
Barbara Shaw
343 S. Dearborn, Suite 910
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 285-6606
(312) 939-7171

DSNI

Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative
365 Dudley Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-9670

East Village

East Village Association
Marjorie Isaacson
P.O. Box 476622
Chicago, IL 60647
(312) 384-6088

ETA

ETA Theatre Creative Arts Foundation
Adena Brown
7558 S. Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60619
(312) 752-3955

Greater North

Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation
Dan Immergluck
4054 W. North Avenue
Chicago, IL 60639-5220
(312) 384-7074

Greater Southwest

Greater Southwest Development Corporation
Harry Meyer
6249 S. Western Avenue
Chicago, IL 60636
(312) 436-1000

Green Guerillas

Green Guerillas
Barbara Earnest
625 Broadway
NewYork, NY 10012-2611
(212) 674-8124

Green Thumb

Green Thumb
Jean Weissman
49 Chambers Street
New York, NY 10007
(212) 233-2927

Hmong

WongVong
Hmong Gardening Project
5801 N. Pulaski
Chicago, IL 60646
(312) 462-7566
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Howard

Howard Area Community Center
Sister Cecilia
7 468 N. Paulina
Chicago, IL 60626
(312) 262-6622

Institute

Institute for Community Economics
(Revolving Loan Fund)
Sister Louise Foisy
151 Montague City Road
Greenfield, MA 01301
(413) 774-7956

lOP

Interfaith Organizing Project of Greater Chicago
1617 W. Washington
Chicago, IL 60612
(312) 243-3328

Lawndale

Lawndale Christian Development Corporation
David Doig
3848 W. Ogden
Chicago, IL 60623
(312) 762-6389

Ladcor

Lawrence Avenue Development Corporation
] oel Bookman
4745 N. Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, IL 60625
(312) 478-0202

Neighborhood

Neighborhood Institute (Artist Center)
Deborah Merchant
1750 E. 71st Street
Chicago, IL 60649
(312) 288-3068
Neighborhood Institute (Business Center)
Olivia Grady
1750 E. 71st Street
Chicago, IL 60649
(312) 933-0200

North Lakeside
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North Lakeside Cultural Center
Kathy Gemperle
6219 Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 561-0893

Open Lands

Open Lands Project
Kathy Dickhut
220 S. State Street
Chicago, IL 60604-2103
(312) 427-4256

Pride

People's Reinvestment and Development Effort
Mike Rohrback
342 S. Laramie
Chicago, IL 60644
(312) 379-4412

Resource

The Resource Center
Mike Dunn
222 E. 135th Place
Chicago, IL 60627
(312) 821-1351

Seed

Sustaining Earth Through Environmental Design
Jacqueline Batisse
221 W. 13th Street
Houston, TX 77008
(713) 866-5203
(713) 520-4669

South Atlanta

South Atlanta Land Trust
1523 Jonesboro Road, SE
Atlanta, GA 30315
(404) 525-2683

Southeast

Southeast Chicago Development Commission
Ed Stone
9204 S. Commercial Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
(312) 731-8755

Swedish

Swedish-American Cultural Center
Kurt Matthiason
5236 N. Clark
Chicago, IL 60640
(312) 334-9619

Urban Homesteading Urban Homesteading Assistance Board
Theresa Kilbane
40 Prince Street, 2nd Floor
NewYork, NY 10012
(212) 226-4119
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Urban Land

Urban Land Foundation
625 Indiana Avenue NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20004-2930
(202) 624-7130

Youth in Action

Youth in Action
1280 Fifth Avenue
NewYork, NY 10029
(212) 860-8170

A new guide to capturing capital budget dollars
for community building purposes adds another
potential community economic development
strategy. This new guide is called Paving the
Way for Community Change. It is available from
the Neighborhood Capital Budget Group, 343 S.
Dearborn Street, Suite 910, Chicago, IL 60604.
Phone: 312.939.7198.
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Capturing Precious Community Resources:
Waste and Energy
Harnessing the Benefits of Waste Resources
Traditional approaches to dealing with the stream of solid waste
generated by business, industry and private homes are no longer
practical. Many municipalities have recognized this simple fact and
have implemented long-term goals to reduce the flow of solid waste.
Some cities are hoping to divert as much as 50% of the solid waste
stream through recycling measures. (Seattle, Washington, already
exceeds this goal.)
How has solid waste been handled in the past and how might it be
handled more efficiently in the future? Until the past several years,
most cities simply collected the vast majority of their solid waste and
transported it to city or surrounding country landfills. However, as
landfills began to reach capacity and tipping fees began to rise, many
cities began to search for alternative solutions to the solid waste
problem. Some cities built incinerator facilities which seemed to solve
the problem of waste disposal. However, although incinerators can
generate a new source of energy through the burning process, the
toxins released into the environment and the relatively high proportion of ash generated in the burning create yet another waste disposal
problem.
Using these two approaches-incineration and dumping-communities were still locked into a paradigm that identified waste resources as
a liability. It is clear, however, based on a large number of community-based projects and activities that exist today, that community
waste can become a substantial asset for local neighborhoods. Waste
products are not only valuable resources, but they represent an opportunity for neighborhood residents to connect and focus on rebuilding
communities. As one community activist put it: "There is no social
stratification when people bring their waste resources to our facilities.
The homeless man brings the same stuff as the executive or lawyer.
Our collection center becomes a real social happening."

Identifying Potential Waste Resources
The first step in building a neighborhood-based approach to utilizing
waste resources lies in identifying the potential assets available to a
neighborhood. What are some of the waste products that can be
turned into valuable resources while reducing the solid waste stream?
Food Waste-from individual kitchens or school, church, business
and industry cafeterias or supermarkets, can be composted. The
resulting compost can be utilized in community garden projects.
Industrial food waste can also be utilized in more extensive agricultural fertilization projects.
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Recyclable Goods-such as cans, bottles, paper, plastics, scrap metals, can be collected and sold to industries that remanufacture recycled
goods. If collected goods can be sold to local industries, in effect
closing the loop, benefits in the form of new jobs and local spending
accrue to local neighborhoods.
Reusable Goods-such as furniture, clothing and appliances can be
collected and resold. It is the most environmentally friendly method of
dealing with waste resources. And the opportunity for value-added
labor is substantial when dealing with reusable goods.
Toxic Wastes-like paint, turpentine, and other household products
can be collected and redistributed at community exchanges instead of
being dumped.
Landscaping Waste-such as tree trimmings can be used in a variety
of capacities to create job opportunities and beautify local neighborhoods.

Gaining Access to Waste Resources
Local initiatives such as those of the Boy Scouts, school PTAs, hospital
resale shops, etc., have provided the framework for the productive
reuse of recyclable materials long before major waste disposal industries took an interest in recycling as a possible money-making venture.
Since then, however, many of the smaller nonprofit organizations have
been squeezed out of the recycling market as cities have begun to
award curbside pickup contracts to larger businesses boasting greater
capacity.
Nonetheless, smaller, community-based initiatives continue to be able
to collect proportionally greater amounts, encourage efficient source
separation and provide valuable education on recycling and the environment. A waste disposal industry sees recycling as only one small
piece of its operation. Furthermore, community residents give up any
control over local resources when they are turned over to a major
waste disposal industry. As renewable resources are handed over, any
potential for economic gain to local communities from the waste
resources is lost.
But communities can regain control of their waste resources, and in
dozens of cases they have. Many of the stories at the end of this section
illustrate the ways in which local residents have identified and used
the waste produced in their own communities for new communitybuilding purposes.
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More and more communities are discovering that once local waste
resources have been identified and accessed, community-based
projects can be put in place to utilize these resources. In many instances, community projects bring a clear economic benefit to the
local economy: labor-intensive jobs are created for the poor and
homeless; local buy-back centers pay cash to neighborhood residents
or groups that have collected waste resources; locally collected resources are utilized in the manufacturing of locally produced materials; local waste resources can be refinished or recreated and resold. A
valuable reference for community recyclers is "No Time to Waste: How
Communities Reap Economic Benefits from the Shift to Recycling,"
Patrick Berry, Center for Neighborhood Technology, 2125 W. North
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60647, $5.
But just as important as these economic benefits, the process of collecting waste resources, diverting them from the solid waste stream,
reusing those materials and even selling them, creates an opportunity
for building community.
Much of the success of neighborhood operations is attributable to
educational efforts. Many neighborhood-based programs educate local
residents on the benefits of recycling-both to the environment and to
the local economy. Larger waste disposal companies simply cannot
educate neighborhood residents in quite the same way that neighborhood groups can.
Community-based recycling projects also bring neighbors closer
together. A neighborhood food waste collection site is the beginning
of a wonderful community garden. A neighborhood buy-back center is
the site of activity and conversation. The educational program of a
neighborhood association reaches out to local schools, churches and
other associations. Best of all, people simply feel good about preserving the environment while building community.

Making Energy Resources Work for the Neighborhood
Finally, while many community-based organizations and associations
are actively turning waste resources from liabilities into assets, a
number of organizations are also rethinking the opportunities for
community-building presented by energy resources. For many, turning
off a light switch when the light is not in use or deciding to use public
transportation whenever possible are good individual ways to save on
energy costs. But individuals working collectively within neighborhoods can have a much greater impact. What are some of the ways in
which community groups have combined their efforts to save on
energy costs, use energy resources more efficiently and even capture
energy resources for their own use?
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A community organization has developed a series of
projects aimed at making neighborhoods more energy
independent. A home heating oil buyer's cooperative
enables community residents to purchase fuel oil at bulk
costs. An energy-use auditing project enables churches,
nonprofits and multifamily rental units to maximize
their savings on energy expenses. A reverse commuter
project developed in cooperation with the public
commuter rail line enables neighborhood residents to
access manufacturing jobs in growing suburbs. (CFLS)
A CDC in Baltimore conducts energy-use audits of lowincome homeowners in the neighborhood. Homes are
then targeted for weatherization, which increases the
energy efficiency and energy cost savings of local
residents. (BJEP)
A coalition of community energy organizations formed
an energy federation to coordinate the bulk purchase
and sale of energy conservation materials. The
federation supplies quality conservation materials to
low-income weatherization programs, to nonprofit
resource conservation groups, buying co-op members,
and to other groups interested in conservation. The
federation also coordinates technical services to its
customers. (EFI)
Most of us are interested in conserving energy resources. Individuals
are, however, often limited in their capacity to achieve maximum
conservation potential because of lack of resources or information.
Community organizations that conduct energy audits of institutions,
nonprofit organizations, or multi- and single-family residences are one
way to fill this gap. And local consumers are often prevented from
purchasing energy-efficient products because of the immediate costs,
even when long-term savings are guaranteed. Bulk purchasing member co-ops are often a solution to this problem.
Energy resources need to be used wisely, and they can be used most
wisely when shared within the community. One community-based
organization is thinking about that concept as it relates to local transportation. The group hopes to build a car share program in densely
populated neighborhoods where parking is scarce and insurance rates
are high. Families with only limited need for a second car or individuals with minimal need for a single car would be able to get rid of them
and patronize a low-cost car-sharing operation on those occasions
when the use of a car is essential. Individuals and families would save
on fuel and insurance costs, be able to use public transportation
networks more often, build a cleaner environment and help to create
more local jobs. (CNT)
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Energy and Waste Stories
Reuse
A small recycling company collects, washes and
redistributes wine bottles to wineries. Reselling bottles
increases the profit margin of a group by 700% as
opposed to selling glass that will be reprocessed.
(Encore)
A nonprofit organization benefits the local community
by providing a buy-back materials center for salvaged
waste, providing an opportunity for local entrepreneurs
and craftsmen to refurbish salvaged materials and earn
money through the "value-added" process, and creating
local employment opportunities. The organization
focuses on "total recycling." (Urban Ore)
A foundation works with a community center that
operates a tool bank. The foundation advises by
sponsoring a fix-it workshop and providing hints on
shopping for used appliances so that the low-income
families can make their appliances last longer and so
they don't always have to buy new products. (WCRF)
A cooperative effort with a training and education
program of a community college encourages parents in
workshops to pack their daily lunches in such a way as
to generate the least material for disposal or recycling.
The workshop covers reduce, reuse and recycle issues
and demonstrates how waste reduction is tied to saving
money. (WCRF)
Fed up with the crushing of glass at a local recycling
center, a retired woman establishes a jar distribution
business. Neighbors in the community and recycling
centers from surrounding communities begin to bring
jars to the new center. Jars are washed and distributed
to neighborhood grocers as well as businesses and
individuals from across the state. Neighbors also
participate by helping to wash and sort. (The Glass
Station)
A recycling foundation consults with small groups
throughout the state on recycling ideas. Instead of
bringing brand-new ideas to groups, they try to build
upon what is already happening with community-based
groups. For instance, a community center in Seattle is
hosting a summer barbecue series for kids. The
Coalition works with the community centers to develop
waste-free barbecues. (WCRF)
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Recycling
An alliance of 15 community-based recycling

organizations supports existing community-based,
source separation enterprises; assists the creation of
new operations, supports a community-based marketing
network that emphasizes job development among the
poor, expands the source-separated network, educates
the public, advocates source-separation recycling, waste
reduction and job development, and encourages local
secondary materials manufacturing. (CRA)
A neighborhood source-separated collection site
collects and processes about 10 tons of recyclable goods
each month. The organization collects glass, metal,
aluminum and tin, plastics. The collection site used to
earn income by selling its recyclables to a Bronx buyback center. When the buy-back center lost its funding
from the city, a major portion of its funding went belly
up. Now it is a volunteer neighborhood-based
organization that draws its funding from membership
drives and small grants. (ORE)
A neighborhood recycling center provides educational
outreach services to schools and neighborhood
associations. Two or three volunteers from the
association meet regularly with groups to discuss
recycling concepts and provide tips. (ORE)
One of the main thrusts of a CDC is to pave the way for
already-existing companies to come into the community
and reutilize abandoned industrial facilities. These
companies are all engaged in remanufacturing
recyclables. The CDC works with the companies on
zoning, city regulations, favorable purchasing
agreements through the city, etc., and fights for local
hiring. The CDC then acts as a subcontractor. The CDC,
as a subcontractor, picks up recydables from the
neighborhood and delivers them to the company for remanufacture. (BJEP)
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A neighborhood group built a cottage industry around
New York City's bottle bill law. The group opened a
collection site for bottle bill materials and bartered the
collected goods in exchange for labor from homeless
and disadvantaged individuals. The individuals work at
the collection site sorting and receiving materials in
exchange for a portion of bottle bill materials. They then
take the materials to local supermarkets to redeem the
collected goods. An individual can make anywhere from
$12 to $40 a day doing such work. (VGRT)

Two redemption centers were opened on a nonprofit
basis in response to the city's new bottle bill law and
because many homeless individuals (and others) were
not getting their five cents back on used containers.
Homeless and poor persons are able to earn money from
the centers in one of two ways: by bringing in bottle bill
materials they have collected for redemption or by
working at the center receiving, sorting and packing. The
center employs between 23 and 35 (depending on the
season) individuals and pays out $12,000 on a daily
basis. (WE CAN)
A collection center operates several collection routes
which employ seven drivers. The drivers collect
redeemable bottles and cans from 2,500 office buildings
in New York City that have agreed to "save cans for the
homeless." (WE CAN)
A collaborative effort of an arts and recycling
demonstration group uses business discards for
participatory creativity workshops. Parents are given
many ideas for low-cost toys that keep waste out of the
landfill. (WCRF)
A cooperative marketing association works with
recycling drop-off centers by pooling materials and
identifying markets for sale of collected materials. By
establishing a cooperative approach to the sale of waste
resources, individual collection centers gain easy access
to major buyers in the state. (NHRRA)
A marketing association provides educational and
technical assistance for groups in preparing and
marketing their materials for resale. The membership
organization also explores the opportunities for
developing new markets for recyclables. (NHRRA)
A paint and solvent exchange has been implemented in
some New Hampshire locales where folks simply
exchange unused paints at a community event. Each of
these events is part of an educational effort. (NHRRA)
A recycling center operates a full-time buy-back center
for recyclables and provides curbside pickup for the city.
They try to hire ex-offenders and hard-to-employ youth
whenever possible. They also focus on providing
employment opportunities to low-income
neighborhoods. To achieve this goal, the center has
established relationships with numerous CBOs that have
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employment programs or referral services. Many ethnic
service associations have employment referral services
which the center utilizes when hiring. (TRICED)
A buy-back center has a profit-sharing program with
local groups: one-third of profits are shared among
company employees, one-third of the profits are
reinvested in the company and one-third of the profits
are given back to the communities as grants. In the past,
grants have included a youth program of the police
department, a little league baseball team, beds for a
homeless shelter and funding for a shelter for abused
women. Income of the center is generated through a
city contract, service fees from curbside pickup and sales
of recyclables. The center pays premium prices on
materials collected from community groups and does
not assess a pickup fee. (TRICED)
A recycling center operates a curbside recycling
program based on a block leader approach. For each
neighborhood to be introduced to the recycling
program the center organizes 1500 households into
regions and blocks. The general public is invited to a
community recycling meeting at which time it is
educated about the curbside program. Residents are
recruited as block leaders to visit 15-25 households on
an assigned block to further educate and prepare
residents for recycling. Currently over 1200 volunteers
in neighborhoods act as liaisons to the center. (Sun
Shares)
A recycling center receives and sorts materials, then
bails and prepares them for markets. The center
contributes to the local economy by providing stable
work opportunities for eight employees, diverting 2,500
tons of materials per year from the county waste stream,
saving suitable jars and bottles for local users, and
providing community education on recycling. Part of the
community education focuses on "precycling"educating residents to think about purchasing products
that come in "recyclable" packaging. The center is also a
work site for individuals on community service
sentencing programs. They also provide numerous
volunteer opportunities and employ the
developmentally disabled in this labor-intensive
industry. (BRING)
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A coalition of 14 civic organizations provides volunteers
while the city provides the equipment and the pickup.
The city takes separated waste resources to a processing
center owned and operated by a mental health center.
Mentally handicapped workers are trained and
employed to process the materials. (Florence)
Municipal crews pick up recyclables twice a month from
15 block corners where pick ups are made on Saturdays.
Some 45 to 50 blocks feed into the 15 collection sites. In
the past, grants were administered from a central source
for community groups hoping to improve their
neighborhoods. Improvements included planting trees,
flowers or creating gardens. Some community groups
have used the funds to help finance a local nursery
school program which allowed teen mothers to attend
school. (Block Corner)
A CDC organized the local community to build a selfhelp park in cooperation with the local park district.
Recyclable plastics were gathered from the
neighborhood and reused in the park as plastic "lumber"
for benches and playground equipment. Shredded and
treated tires were used as footing for a wading pool.
(Bethel)
A CDC operates a materials recycling facility (MRF)
which is designed to receive mixed recyclable materials
from residential and commercial collection routes.
Materials received are sorted and processed (baled,
crushed, and ground) for shipment to end markets. The
MRF will employ 10 individuals initially and projects it
will employ 25 within three years. The CDC hopes to
attract small-scale manufacturing facilities to the
community that will use materials from the MRF as
feedstock for production. The initial source for materials
will come from a suburban curbside collection program.
(Bethel)
A subsidiary of a CDC was one of the first multi-material
buy-back centers. The three main impacts on the local
economy have been in salaries and jobs to local
residents, money paid out in the buy-back operation
($1.4 million total) and in closing the loop on plastics in
the neighborhood. (R2B2)
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A coalition of recycling groups has a contract with the
New York City Department of Sanitation. The coalition
organizes tenants and owners for multimaterial
collection. The coalition uses burlap bags, purchased
from a local coffee distributor, to collect glass containers
and collects plastic containers in local laundromats.
(EAC)

A recycling center collects 170 tons per month from
curbside pickup. Through its buy-back operation, much
of which is gathered by alley entrepreneurs, $600,000 to
$700,000, is returned each year to the community. The
center can, as a nonprofit organization, support a
community buy-back program because it can afford to
operate at a loss on some materials. The collection,
sorting and processing site is staffed by 12-15 workers,
most of whom would be otherwise "unemployable" by
business standards. (Resource)
A curbside recycling program serves 15,500 homes in a
city whose population is 37,500. The program is
operated by the city but uses neighborhood volunteers
to help with the educational outreach program.
Collected materials are sent to a center where
developmentally disabled individuals are employed in
the sorting, processing and baling process. The workers
participate simultaneously in a life skills program. Ten
of the graduates now have jobs with local businesses.
(Florence)
A joint venture with the assistance of a capitalization
grant from the Clean Michigan Fund built a glass
processing and corrugated cardboard processing plant.
Sixteen jobs were created and 400 tons of materials
were processed and sold each week. (ILSR)
A recycling center buys back recyclable materials from
"alley collectors" and provides curbside pickup and
office paper collection. Since 1986, the Center has paid
back over $1 million into the community through the
buy-back system. (Uptown)
A neighborhood association is conducting an intensive,
door-to-door educational campaign to get local
residents to handle household toxic substances in an
environmentally responsible fashion. The association
educates residents to look for alternatives to toxic
substances, to recycle those substances that have already
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been purchased and finally to seek better disposal
methods. The goal of the campaign is to create a
chemical free neighborhood. (Good Works/FNC)

Composting
A recycling center collects horse manure from the
downtown horse stables. The manure is then sold to the
Chicago Botanical Gardens which in turn makes it
available to community garden practitioners. The
composted manure is also sold to individual gardeners
by the truckload or by the bag. (Resource)
A curbside recycling program delivers landscaping waste
and Christmas trees to a compost plant. The finished
compost is sold back to the public and used by the city
park service. Christmas trees are broken down into
chips and used as mulching. (Florence)
Fertilizer for a community gardening project is collected
at the recycling center compost heap. Composting
materials are gathered from neighborhood kitchens,
local supermarkets and from the horse manure
stockpiles of the local police precinct. Excess compost is
made available to other community groups with garden
projects and for neighborhood associations to mulch the
base of trees. The group also provides technical
assistance to community groups interested in
developing gardening projects. (ORE)
A community center built a vermicomposting bin.
Children weigh their lunch waste and vermicompost it
so that they can see and understand how much waste
they are keeping out of landfills. The project is just
getting started but the center hopes to use the compost
for indoor plants in conjunction with the summer
children's program. (WCRF)
A composting operation hired handicapped residents to
sort and transfer collected landscaping waste. Incoming
landscaping waste is always contaminated and needs to
be sorted before it can be composted properly.
(McNally)
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Landscaping Waste
A recycling center provides tipping services to a city
park district for tree trimmings. The wood resources are
then processed into high- and low-grade chips for play
lots or mulch, which is then resold in the community.
(Resource)
A local youth business initiative began six years ago
when an illegal dumper of landscaping waste offered to
bring only solid wood waste and wood chips to the
field. Youth from a neighborhood center got organized:
they printed fliers, made contacts with other
landscaping companies, collected wood waste on their
own and began to pass the word about a new firewood
company. It is possible for kids to earn $100-300 a week
selling firewood. (Seneca)

Energy Resources
A cooperative venture between two community groups
and the city (funded by a Federal community
development block grant) identified participants in an
O]T program of the Urban League for work on a project
which delivers needed home repair services to residents
of neighborhoods and around the city. Of those
receiving services, 80% do not have to pay or receive
subsidized rates for the services. (Mt. Vernon)
A neighborhood center conducts energy audits for
churches, nonprofit organizations, and multifamily
rental buildings to determine where and how energy
can be conserved. The audits usually result in significant
long-term savings. (CNT)
A community group transports public housing residents
to jobs in suburban Chicago. Twelve employers in the
suburb split costs with a CDC to transport 100 persons
to jobs each week. (Accel)
A community-based organization convinced a commuter
train line to add two morning routes from the city to
suburban job sites. The organization also worked in
cooperation with other community groups to link city
residents to manufacturing jobs in the suburbs. (CNT)
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